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PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BESTSELLER • The question isn't whether God speaks. The question is what does He have to say to you? The New York Times bestselling author of The Circle
Maker teaches readers how to listen to God. WINNER OF THE ECPA CHRISTIAN BOOK AWARD FOR CHRISTIAN LIVING The voice that spoke the cosmos into existence is the same
voice that parted the Red Sea, and made the sun stand still in the midday sky. One day, this voice will make all things new, but it’s also speaking to you now! That voice is God’s voice, and
what we’ve learned from Scripture is that He often speaks in a whisper. Not to make it difficult to hear Him, but to draw us close. Many people have a tough time believing God still speaks.
Sure, in ancient times and in mysterious ways, God spoke to His people, but is He still speaking now? Mark Batterson certainly believes so. And he wants to introduce you to the seven love
languages of God; each of them unique and entirely divine. Some of them you might suspect but others will surprise you. By learning to tune in to and decipher each language, you’ll be able
to hear His guidance in simple as well as life-altering choices. God is actively speaking through: Scripture, Desires, Doors, Dreams, People, Promptings, and Pain. Batterson gives you the
tools you need to unlock each of these languages. God’s whisper can answer your most burning questions, calm your deepest fears, and fulfill your loftiest dreams. Discover how simple it is
to hear God’s voice in every aspect of your life! He’s speaking, make sure you know how to listen!
Do you know that you were well thought out in the mind of God? Do you know you were not a by-chance product? Do you know you have a God purpose? Created On Purpose For Purpose
holds the keys that will unlock all the answers and equip you to walk out your God purpose! Everyone has a sense that they were born for a purpose. But there is something more than just a
purpose. The God purpose was designed specifically for you, and it's your responsibility to live out this assignment! From her own experience in discovering her God purpose, author Lisa
Singh has outlined the steps to take to discover your God purpose. This easy-to-read guide will instruct you to explore why God designed a special purpose for you and how you can come to
understand it. Once you know your place in the world, you can begin to live your purpose and thereby bless not only yourself, but the world you live in. Realize who you are and learn practical
applications for victorious, fulfilling living. Whether studying alone or in a small Bible study, you'll find the tools you need to find your God purpose and start living your life the way it was
intended to be lived—on purpose!
Voices From Nature, Lessons From God is the story of a woman and her adventure with Nature. The adventure starts in her small city garden in the Midwest and expands to include other nonplant forms of Nature. The journey includes lessons from God through Nature and prayers to instill the heart of the lessons in one's soul. The guided meditation will assist anyone wishing to
connect and talk to Nature. Also included is the process for creating flower essences for healing the body, mind, and spirit.
These 150 meditations are paraphrases of our common human experience and therefore a way of uniting our divisive world. We find three voices providing food for our journey. The Mortal
voice speaks of loss, rejection, honesty, faithfulness, integrity, discovery, joy, and God's continuing presence in it all. The Mediator voice is at times teacher, then mentor, and often narrator. In
a very inspiring way, the voice of God is a feminine voice, Mother (El Shaddai, the Hebrew breasted God; womb of our being). Take one meditation a day, in a quiet place, if possible. Chew
and savor as nourishment for your mind and soul.
Used as a personal devotional or performed as dramatic monologues in church or retreat settings, Voices Beyond the Veil provides a spiritual and emotional gateway for the opening of Gods
Word to the human heart.Praise for VOICES BEYOND THE VEIL Many times I have had people say to me that the message from his monologues was more powerful for them than the
sermon itself. Phils insight into the interior life of these biblical characters is worth its weight in gold. Bill Tibert, pastor, Covenant Presbyterian Church, Colorado Springs Reading Voices
Beyond the Veil opened my mind and heart to understanding the people of the Bible in a more engaging and personal way. I highly recommend this theatrical devotional! John Cruz, vice
president for Bibles.com, American Bible Society"Phil Ginsburg has found a way to capture and share the full range of emotions experienced by a multitude of Bible characters. His book is
packed with so much imagination, wit and fresh insight into the Word that it makes devotional time something to look forward to again and again."------- Joe Lachnit, International Publishing
Consultant An "Experience", Not Just A Read, June 1, 2007By Linore Burkard "Regency Author" (Cincinnati, OH USA) - See all my reviews "Voices Beyond the Veil" is an important work that
needs to be read by nearly anyone with an interest in God or the Bible, and I do not say that lightly. This is an undiscovered treasure that needs to be known! The caliber of (the author's) talent
that comes through these pages is awesome in itself, but the possibility of what can be learned here, by the lowliest seeker to the most learned theologian, is extraordinary and unprecedented.
What you find when you open this book is people--real people, except they happen to have jumped from the pages of Scripture to say hello and tell us a little bit about themselves and their
experience of God. Does that sound like a bit too much? Well, it isn't--not in the hands of Phil Ginsburg. In fact, as I think about it, this book also speaks to anyone interested in drama, acting,
the stage, or skits, because the tone of the work is unerringly top-notch, just begging to be performed. The humor, the pathos, the pain--it's all expressed in language you can "see" as well as
understand and will return to more than once. Don't think you can read it lightly, or in one sitting though, despite the pleasure you will have whenever you pick it up. Each little "spotlight"
(speaker)packs a powerful and deeply considered human being's heart--coming clean, coming out and speaking up--appearing before you from the pages of the past as if by magic, only
instead of magic, it's just plain brilliance. Got a drama team? Get everyone a copy and start using this book for performances--you will astound and delight your audiences. Got a book you've
never seen the likes of before? Try this one. Got God? Take a look at Him through the eyes of those who speak from these pages, who are sometimes bemused, aghast, or even confused by
how they've known Him--but they are alive!--(in a manner of speaking) and they want to tell you all about it. What to do? Get a copy, and let them tell you. This is a valuable book, a very
dramatic, moving book, and you should not miss it.
When you read the history of First Presbyterian Church of Richmond, Kentucky, you are not merely reading about a church's story. You are exploring God's story-a story of God's justice and
grace, of love and compassion, of redemption and hope. When you read the church's history, you discover your own story-the story of all who believe in God's just and compassionate activity
in the world today. When you read the church's story, you discern the voice of God's spirit speaking within each one of us and calling us to make Christ's love known throughout the world. If
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you want to know the grace of God today, you need to hear that grace in the voices of our ancestors; for, they yet speak.
Reclaim Your Headspace and Find Your One True Voice As a hospital chaplain, J.S. Park encountered hundreds of patients at the edge of life and death, listening as they urgently shared
their stories, confessions, and final words. J.S. began to identify patterns in his patients’ lives—patterns he also saw in his own life. He began to see that the events and traumas we experience
throughout life become deafening voices that remain within us, even when the events are far in the past. He was surprised to find that in hearing the voices of his patients, he began to identify
his own voices and all the ways they could both harm and heal. In The Voices We Carry, J.S. draws from his experiences as a hospital chaplain to present the Voices Model. This model
explores the four internal voices of self-doubt, pride, people-pleasing, and judgment, and the four external voices of trauma, guilt, grief, and family dynamics. He also draws from his AsianAmerican upbringing to examine the challenges of identity and feeling “other.” J.S. outlines how to wrestle with our voices, and even befriend them, how to find our authentic voice in a world
of mixed messages, and how to empower those who are voiceless. Filled with evidence-based research, spiritual and psychological insights, and stories of patient encounters, The Voices We
Carry is an inspiring memoir of unexpected growth, humor, and what matters most. For those wading through a world of clamor and noise, this is a guide to find your clear, steady voice.
Constant noise and distraction clamor for our attention and make it difficult to distinguish God's voice from the voices surrounding us--both internal and external. We can be immobilized by fear
of failure and our own insecurities, leaving us uncertain that it is God's voice we hear. A fresh voice for a new generation, Brittany Rust teaches believers how to discern the voice of God and
live out the plans God has for them by · silencing the other voices so it's God's voice that prevails · tuning out the world and tuning in to the voice of God · gaining the confidence to step out in
faith It's time for us to separate the loud, external distractions from the quiet whisper of our beautiful God, who promises us that when we call his name, he is ready to respond.
Believe that healing and health is God’s will for you!Healing for all sickness was included in the work of Jesus on the cross. The question is: Are you experiencing God’s supernatural healing in your life? This
book supplies Biblical insights about how God included healing for our bodies as a benefit of our redemption and how to freely obtain His healing by faith. Your questions and misbeliefs about healing will be
replaced with simple truth and faith to believe and receive God’s healing for you.Be inspired by the sacrifice of Jesus and how we have been healed by His wounds. Build your faith to receive God’s healing
and live in divine health. Receive God’s healing in your own life!
Hearing From God is For Every Single Believer The Lord is speaking to you all the time, you just need to know how to listen. If you are a Christian, then you need to hear from God, it is available to you and
He has made an easy way for you to know His will. If you are not a born again Christian you cannot enter fully into this. But God will still speak to you without you realizing it. This book is your introduction to
the realm of the prophetic and hearing from God. For a more in depth teaching, look for other books by Les D. Crause on prophetic ministry. Hearing from God is not just something that the Old Testament
prophets did. And it is not something that only a select few special people can do. It is for you right now, and as a born again believer you can hear from God every day. It is as simple as breathing.
Sometimes you will not hear the voice of God, but your own voice or the voice of the enemy, the Devil. That is why it is important that every believer knows how to hear from God for themselves, and to know
when it is Him speaking in their lives. In this book you will find a practical guide to hearing the voice of God. There are 7 different ways to hear that are covered in each chapter. There are also practical
projects given in each chapter to help you understand and apply the principles to your own life. These basic ways of hearing from God are for everyone, but you can rise up and learn to flow in the prophetic
and get greater revelation from God. Subjects Covered in This Book: Spiritual Urim and Thummim This is a gut feeling as some people call it. One of the simplest ways to get a yes or no answer from God is
to learn to use this ability that He has given you. Interpreting Dreams Everyone wants to know if their dreams mean something. Sometimes dreams do not mean anything, but sometimes it is God speaking to
you. Learn the most simple way to interpret your dreams and know what God is telling you. Journaling Journaling is the simple act of writing down what is happing in your life. You ask your questions and then
write down what the Lord says to you. This simple act can give you more revelation even than receiving a prophecy. It is a powerful tool that you can use every day of your life to know what is the right
direction to take. Audible Hearing and Love Relationship Very few people have heard the voice of God out loud. But it is possible for you to hear Him speaking to you face to face. This is the one of hardest
ways to hear from God, but you can learn to develop it. Also covered are: - Learning to Understand Visions - Tongues and Prophecy - How to Receive from Angels Learn to hear from God and get His
direction, and you will have a new power in your life that you have not known before. This book will give you a foundation and start you on the journey to hearing God clearly. Ultimately you can even rise up
as a prophet of God if that is where He leads you.
"What's my calling?""Where should I work?""Who should I marry?""What should I do?"Every Christian want to hear God clearly.Many Christians don't believe they can.What if you could learn an easy and
consistent method that enables you to hear God's voice, discern His leading and move boldly with confidence? With Prophetic Listening? - you're about to!Prophetic Listening? is a Christian practice of
meeting with another believer and listening for the voice of God regarding specific questions and issues that require His clarity. This amazing new method equips you to hear and discern God's voice for the
specific details of your life, while immediately receiving confirmation that you are indeed hearing Him right! Using key steps based on the Word of God, you will learn how to hone in on His voice, receive His
insight, and step forward in faith-filled obedience. You will learn:?About the 3 voices battling for your attention.?The different listening styles God employs.?How to eliminate the voice of familiar demonic
spirits.?Key steps to hearing God clearly.?How to know whether it's you speaking or God.?How asking the right questions can result in the God-answers.If you've ever wished that you could grab a latte with
God at Starbucks and get your most pressing (or not-so-pressing) questions answered, Prophetic Listening? is for you!
It is God’s will for you to love and worship who gave you joy, peace, happiness, and the love that we have in our lives, but as we go through life, we are faced with many storms that seem to rob us of those
things. This is the will of Satan to take away everything God gives us. You have to understand that we are in our last days. This is what the Bible and the churches are telling us. They say that in the last days
there will be signs that will tell us. The signs that they are talking about are being fulfilled today, all you have to do is look at the world and the shape that we are in. This is the time that we all need to be
truthful and honest with ourselves about where we put our faith. Will man save himself? We will find out that the mess, shape, and crisis of this world have been created by us. Will we save it or will God?
FOREWORD BY JOHN ORTBERG "Many people claim to ‘hear God’s voice,’ though not always with discernment. I’ve found Liz Ditty to be a trustworthy guide in learning how to listen, and how to do so
with wise discernment.” —Philip Yancey, Best-selling author “Liz Ditty writes with warmth, humor, and grace about the spiritual practices that too often feel overwhelming. She approaches the spiritual life with
simplicity and generosity and tells a story of learning to listen to the voice of God that inspires me to do the same. God’s Many Voices is a book for anyone who believes God is still speaking, and anyone who
needs a friend to walk them directly toward that Holy Voice.” —Micha Boyett, Author of Found: A Story of Questions, Grace, and Everyday Prayer Do you wish to hear God speak to you in your everyday life?
God’s Many Voices will help you discover a God who is infinitely closer and more involved in our world than we give Him credit for. This book is an invitation to learn God’s voice from the scriptures and then
recognize it everywhere in daily life. Author Liz Ditty uses biblical teaching and relatable examples, reinforced with reflective exercises at the end of each chapter to open readers’ ears and hearts to what
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God is telling them. Only His voice in our lives can give us confidence in our decisions and dreams, give us freedom from our fears and failures, and lead us toward the joy of being fully alive, accepted, and
loved by God.
Color your way into quiet times with God through this collection of Bible verse coloring book pages. As you color, you will dwell on a verse for much longer than you would if you were reading through it. You
might just find the passage of scripture makes its way further into your heart and mind once you have spent more time with it. Color, and through coloring, bring these words of truth to life in new ways and let
God bring peace to a few moments of your busy day.
Today's teens and college students are experiencing tremendous pressure in everything from sports to academics while bullying, negative self talk, anxiety, depression, eating disorders, cutting and suicides
are increasing at alarming rates. Filled with real life stories, this book teaches teens and young adults how to silence the lies and negative thoughts in our minds through understanding the different voices in
our heads -- and learning to shut up the ones that are tearing us down. Christy Pierce, a mom of three teenagers, also connects the readers to other practical help including counseling, crisis text lines, our
shut up website, (encouraging Instagram posts designed by teens) and prayer. Learn how to say "shut up" to the negative voices tearing you down, and experience hearing the voice of God who loves you
more than you can possibly imagine.
Good Vibrations is my story of how I had my voice restored to functional use. It is a step by step account of the exercises I did, and the fears I encountered. It also contains email correspondence of two
people who were diagnosed with SD and I instructed each of them in the exercises by email with their voices being improved.

Is God Really Speaking? Yes-and you can learn to hear Him. Today, many are skeptical that God is speaking or that we can know with certainty we're hearing Him accurately. Hearing God's
Voice Made Simple makes the case that God is speaking and that we can learn to hear Him. As you read this book, you may even discover that God has been speaking to you all along but
you simply didn't know how to hear Him. With the same straightforward, down-to-earth style used in the best-sellers Divine Healing Made Simple and Seeing in the Spirit Made Simple, Praying
Medic teaches about the many ways in which God speaks. You'll find practical exercises at the end of key chapters to help develop your ability to sense what God is saying to you. Whether
you're skilled at hearing God's voice, or more of a novice, this book will show you ways of hearing from God that you may not have considered-and you'll also learn what to do with the things
God says. This book is part of a series called The Kingdom of God Made Simple- a self-study course designed to train believers to live the life offered to them as heirs of God's kingdom.
Voices: Hearing God in a World of Impostors New Testament) When so many voices claim to speak for God, how do you know what to do? Jesus and His Apostles spoke many times about
false prophets and warned against those who disguise themselves as harmless sheep but are in fact wolves ready for the kill. They taught how to stand firm in truth in the face of these threats.
Lying prophets, fraudulent spirits, and false teachings threatened the early Church and they continue to do so today. Believers should constantly stand guard against those who cleverly "lie
against the truth" (James 3:14). Considering the fact that the New Testament closed special revelation, we'll look at how God communicates to His people today so we can learn to differentiate
the true and the false and stand firm in these last days. We'll answer questions including: How has God spoken in these last days? What warnings does Jesus give about other voices? How
can we know truth in this age of lies and deception?"
Do you wonder if you can hear from god for yourself? Could He be saying something to you today? What is He telling you about your personal life…your family…your finances? Is something
causing interference and drowning out His voice? God promised to lead His children by His spirit and enable them to know His voice. Kenneth Copeland shares the keys to recognizing
counterfeit voices, and the reasons why believers have trouble tuning in to the voice of God. Learn how to know exactly what the Spirit of God is saying to you about every situation. Before
long, hearing from God won't be an occasional event but an everyday part of life.
Living with a deeper awareness of God’s leading isn’t just for a select few…it’s for you too! Have you ever wondered if God still speaks to us today? Or do you worry that what you’re
perceiving as God’s voice is really just your own thoughts? You’re not alone. In Is God Speaking to Me?, Lysa TerKeurst shares her own wrestling with these questions and how God has
taught her to more clearly discern His direction in her everyday life. Using Scripture, encouraging personal stories, and practical application, Lysa will help you: Stop merely going through the
motions of life by learning how to recognize and respond to the Lord’s divine appointments for you. Uncomplicate the idea of listening to God as you use five key questions to help you
determine if what you’re discerning is from Him or not. Discover the joy of truly walking with the Lord as you learn how to live in expectation of hearing from Him. Is God Speaking to Me? is
both an invitation to a life of adventure with the Lord and the tender reminder that we serve a God who loves us deeply and longs to speak to us personally.
This book is about me, using the Word of God to speak to my spirit, my soul, and my flesh, while God is speaking to all of us through His Word. This book is about the conversations we have
with ourselves, as to who we are, and what we as humans are made of. I believe that we are a three part being, and in this book I explore the spirit, soul and flesh, that causes these battles of
conversations many of us have today. We are sometimes not sure who is doing the talking and why, but this book explains in detail how the Spirit of God sounds, how the soul of man sounds,
and how the flesh of the enemy sounds during these internal meetings. It is our duty to discern in our sou, as a human being, whether we yield to good or evil, God or the devil, your choice.
Many times the voices we hear in our thoughts, can sometimes lead us wrong in life, but by the grace of God this book can silence all the other voices we hear, leading us to hope in Christ,
allowing the only voice that matters to be heard loud and clear, and that is the voice of God, through His Son, Yeshua, Jesus, The Christ. In the book of John 12:30 Jesus says that "This voice
came not because of me, but for your sakes". The flesh will always war after the spirit, but what side are your on, and what voice will you listen to? God is the Spirit, humans are the soul, and
the enemy is the flesh. You, the soul of a human, that is yourself, we have to decide which voice will reign in our lives, and once we understand which part of us is speaking the most and the
loudest, in us, the Spirit, soul, or flesh we will begin to understand where and why the battles of conversations, the voices exist. We all cannot talk at the same time, and there is only one voice
that matters and thats God's, through His Word. This book is an instrument to lead people to God through His Voice Yeshua, also known as Jesus, The Christ, the Savior, and salvation that he
offers of himself. Have you accepted Yeshua, Jesus, The Christ into your life? This book is a place to start with Jesus, because God is the only voice that can silence all other voices. I was
tired of hearing voices that didn't matter, and God used this book fo me to sort out those unsilicited ones, that hindered me and kept me from hearing His. This book is anoited by and through
the Holy Spirit, that we all may begin to hear and know the voice of God. This book is a vehicle for God to bless you and my sincerest prayer is that it does. The flesh and spirit will always war,
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but the soul has to make a decision and can decide today who will reign in your life. What voice are you willimg to listen to from now on? I believe that this book can cause you to hear the
voice of God. All you have to do is read and listen, and let those who have ears hear what God has said in this book, because it's all from God through His voice heard in the Bible, the
greatset book ever written.
In every trial or tribulation, there is an opportunity that can bring us closer to God and to our goals when we allow God to take control. God, Take Over; I Am Finished is a cry for mercy and
divine intervention when suffering seems unfair and you realize that no one else can help you. A dry valley and wilderness experience story, based on the author's tribulations and triumphs as
she struggled, willingly and sometimes unwillingly, to submit to God's will. It reveals how she passed through the storm and survived and what she gained out of the pains she had to endure.
Its principal message lies in the realization and fact that where human senses, strength, power, abilities, knowledge, and intelligence end, God's supremacy begins. By applying her
experiences and the Word of God, Catherine Agada shows you how to discover divine strength in weakness; peace in chaos, and His love in suffering. She inspires and teaches you to love
better, live happier, forgive faster, pray efficiently, and increase faith. God, Take Over; I Am Finished can restore hope and improve your relationships with God and man.
EVERY THING BEGINS with the Word of God. God speaks everything into existence. With God Word and deed go together. Whatever God says, He does. When God said: “Let there be
light”, there was light. God’s Word is powerful. His Word can lift up or bring down. His Word is never weak or wavering. His Word is truthful and trustworthy. When God speaks, something
happens. I have heard God speak to me seven times. This is a personal story of my life and ministry with particular focus on my reaction to the seven times I know that God spoke to me.
The Open Access version of this book, available at www.taylorfrancis.com/books/9781472453983, has been made available under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No
Derivative 4.0 license. Experiences of hearing the voice of God (or angels, demons, or other spiritual beings) have generally been understood either as religious experiences or else as a
feature of mental illness. Some critics of traditional religious faith have dismissed the visions and voices attributed to biblical characters and saints as evidence of mental disorder. However, it
is now known that many ordinary people, with no other evidence of mental disorder, also hear voices and that these voices not infrequently include spiritual or religious content. Psychological
and interdisciplinary research has shed a revealing light on these experiences in recent years, so that we now know much more about the phenomenon of "hearing voices" than ever before.
The present work considers biblical, historical, and scientific accounts of spiritual and mystical experiences of voice hearing in the Christian tradition in order to explore how some voices may
be understood theologically as revelatory. It is proposed that in the incarnation, Christian faith finds both an understanding of what it is to be fully human (a theological anthropology), and
God’s perfect self-disclosure (revelation). Within such an understanding, revelatory voices represent a key point of interpersonal encounter between human beings and God.
Do you want to hear God's voice more clearly?Through testimonies, bible studies, and exercises Dr Martin Powell demonstrates a life led by the Holy Spirit.Testimonies - providing
encouragement and practical insights into listening to God.And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their testimony, and they did not love their lives to the death.
(Rev 12:11 NKJ)Bible Studies - Impactful studies of God's Word, focussing on the heroes of the Bible who found success by listening to the Voice of God.Exercises - simple steps to learn and
grow in the intimacy of hearing 'His Voice'.
You never know what is coming next when you walk with God! Roy Jones had thought he would be working as a railway timetable clerk in London for all of his career. In 1993, on the other
side of the world and out of the blue, God challenged him and Shirley to join Youth With A Mission. They never could have imagined what was in store - especially as they'd just been told that
their eagerly awaited second daughter would be born with Down's Syndrome. God has been good to the family. In Perfect Timing, Roy tells stories of lessons learned through His faithful
guidance and care over more than two decades.
Provides methods for learning how to listen to one's inner voice via meditation, releasing blockage, distinguishing divine voices, and developing a personal plan for spiritual fulfillment, in a
volume accompanied by a CD containing special guided meditation techniques. Original.
"The voice of God is sounding in this world—the voice of God calling, seeking, beckoning to lost men and women!" — A. W. Tozer Our world is fallen - sick and sinful, says A. W. Tozer. But
though God will ultimately be our Judge, He continues to call sinful people to repentance and salvation. In this series of sermon excerpts, Tozer elaborates on the voices God uses: the witness
of the Holy Spirit, the blood of Jesus, human conscience, reason, accountability, judgement, and—of course—love. The voice of God calling ‘Where are you?’ still echoes from Eden and down
through the ages. Do you hear Him?
One of America’s most beloved spiritual leaders and the New York Times bestselling author of The Jesuit Guide to (Almost) Everything and Jesus: A Pilgrimage teaches anyone to converse
with God in this comprehensive guide to prayer. In The Jesuit Guide to (Almost) Everything, Father James Martin included a chapter on communicating with God. Now, he expands those
thoughts in this profound and practical handbook. Learning to Pray explains what prayer is, what to expect from praying, how to do it, and how it can transform us when we make it a regular
practice in our lives. A trusted guide walking beside us as we navigate our unique spiritual paths, Martin lays out the different styles and traditions of prayer throughout Christian history and
invites us to experiment and discover which works best to feed our soul and build intimacy with our Creator. Father Martin makes clear there is not one secret formula for praying. But like any
relationship, each person can discover the best style for building an intimate relationship with God, regardless of religion or denomination. Prayer, he teaches us, is open and accessible to
anyone willing to open their heart.
Do you feel that the ability to hear God's voice is for other people and not for you? Is it only for people who lived in Biblical times? Not at all! The God who loved you enough to die for you
loves you enough to talk to you. And wherever you are in your spiritual walk, God will find a way to speak to you in a way you will understand. Become acquainted with the Voice that has
spoken from a fire and a cloud; with visible signs and an invisible Spirit; through a burning bush and burning hearts. Hear from some of the most well-known Christians in history about how
God speaks to them—and discover for yourself how you can discern the voice of God.
A decade ago, Priscilla Shirer authored Discerning the Voice of God, and since then God has continued to grow, teach, and challenge her in her walk with Him. This revised and expanded
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edition reflects that growth through new stories, illustrations, and exercises. Through 7 sessions, discover the root to clear and daily communication with God--humble obedience. Learn how
surrender unlocks His many blessings intended for us, centers us in His will, and helps us discern His voice in everyday life. Features: All-new interactive teaching videos approximately 30-40
minutes per session available for rent or purchase Leader tips in the back of the Bible Study Book In-depth stories and illustrations Personal study to be completed among the 7 group
sessions Articles and insights from Dr. Tony Evans Exercises to equip you post-study Benefits: Challenge yourself in the discipline of daily Bible study. Gain practical advice for knowing and
understanding God's voice through His Word. Learn to recognize the Holy Spirit's character, language, and tone of voice. Experience a deeper relationship with God, and strengthen your daily
walk with Him.
Do you believe God still speaks to us today? Do you long to hear from Him? The author grew up believing God no longer spoke, but that changed when God actually started speaking to Him
in dreams that literally came true. These stories are to encourage and strengthen your walk with the Lord in asking for Him to communicate His love, direction and hope directly to you.
Many of us do not trust our own thoughts, feelings, and desires when it comes to discerning God’s will. Instead we look outside ourselves to determine what God wants from and for us. In God’s Voice
Within, spiritual director Mark E. Thibodeaux, SJ, shows us how to use Ignatian discernment to access our own spiritual intuition and understand that the most trustworthy wisdom of all comes not from
outside sources, but from God working through us. God’s Voice Within is intended for people who know that there is more to the spiritual life than they are currently experiencing and are ready to take the
next step in their walk of faith by making effective discernment—specifically Ignatian discernment—a daily practice. Ultimately, God’s Voice Within teaches us to discern what is at the root of our actions and
emotions, which in turn allows us to respond to God’s promptings inside us rather than unconsciously reacting to life around us.
If You Believe Miraculous Gifts Have Ceased, You’re in for a Big Surprise! What caused a former Dallas Seminary professor to believe that the miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit are being given today? What
convinced someone skeptical about miracles that God still speaks and heals? A dramatic change took place in Jack Deere’s life when he took a fresh look at the Scriptures. He discovered that his arguments
against miraculous gifts were based more on prejudice and lack of personal experience than on the Bible. As soon as Deere became a seeker instead of a skeptic, the Holy Spirit revealed himself in new and
surprising ways. In Surprised by the Power of the Spirit, Deere provides a strong biblical defense for the Spirit’s speaking and healing ministries today. He also describes several reliable cases of people who
were miraculously healed or who heard God speak in an unmistakable way. Finally, he gives sound advice for using spiritual gifts in the church. Written in a popular style, with the care of a scholar but the
passion of personal experience, this book explores: - The real reason Christians do not believe in miraculous gifts - Responding to Charismatic abuses - Were miracles meant to be temporary? - Why God still
heals "‘Must’ reading for all Bible-believing Christians. I wish with all my heart I could place it in the hands of every conservative evangelical." - James Robison, Life Outreach International
This book is written to help Christians discern between the voice of God amidst other voices. There are basically three major voices in the universe; the voice of man, the voice of the devil and the voice of
God. The importance of recognizing God's voice as a Christian, when we yearn to hear from Him cannot be overemphasized. The question now is; is it possible for God to speak without you recognizing His
voice? The answer is a resounding yes. God can actually speak and you won't recognize His voice or hear Him speak. We hear different voices within us, most of the times; our mind speaking, the devil
speaking or God speaking. It is very important that we recognize God's voice when He speaks so that we will not deviate from his plans for us. It was that "voice" that allows us to come through the darkest
hours of our life. That is what this book is about. It is about going from hearing a barely discernible voice to hearing a clear voice. It is about going from "I think God is saying..." to "I know God is
saying...".because when you know what really happened and what is really available to you, you will find a renewed sense of faith, an insatiable new inspiration, and a new path to a deeper relationship with
God. This book also reveals what causes us to vacillate in our hearing experience. You will come away from this book knowing how to hear God clearly and what it means when you don't.
Eddie K. Wrights memoir detailing the controversial experience of being the young father of a son who would grow up to be the gayest man on the planet! His "NO SON OF MINE!!" street gangster mentality
evolves during his difficult life journey coming to realize that his responsibility as a loving father didn't change just because his son is gay. The book is scheduled for publication on June 1, 2016. In his first
memoir, Eddie shares his story of becoming a father at 18 years old who realized his son was showing 'stereotypical' signs of being gay while still in diapers. Spending most of his adult life engulfed in the
street gangster/hip hop culture where this subject was not only hushed, but deeply frowned upon, he gives us the voice for what's been kept silent for far too long, confronting almost every aspect of this taboo
topic. It took years for him to silently accept his son's homosexuality himself, regardless of all the signs. When his son was five years old, his favorite color was pink and there was nothing Dad could do about
it. By the age of fourteen; he was an internet sensation, dancing on YouTube building his fan base to guarantee his success when performing as a drag queen a few years later. Eddie addresses the
questions most are scared to ask; Was there anything I could do to stop my son's homosexuality? When did I know my son was gay? What made him that way? Parents will find comfort in reading that Eddie
admits that his son's feminine behaviors embarrassed him and he seriously contemplated abandonment, a choice that too many fathers feel they have to choose.
Is God Speaking to Me?How to Discern His Voice and DirectionHarvest House Publishers
Do you know you can 'Host' the Holy Spirit as though He were a 'guest' in your house? You could create an environment where He wants to live in, teach you, help you, counsel you, comfort you and do life
with you. Are you currently in a space where you have that hunger? Has He found room in your heart and access into your life? Have you been a good host to him? Do you want to learn how to feel His
heartbeat, know His will for your life and hear His voice?This book will feed you with an insatiable hunger and thirst to hear God's voice for your life. In this book is narrated an ordinary woman's journey of
learning for herself that hearing God is not a spiritual gift but a birth-right for every believer. It is a true testament of how the best friendship you can ever cultivate is with the Holy Spirit. That relationship is not
a myth, it can be your portion too, if you want it.
This work is an invitation and guide for young people to bring the realm of Heaven to earth. As children discover their identity through the revelation of the Father's love, they are released to fulfill their Royal
Mission: to demonstrate the Kingdom of God by living a life of miracles. Each chapter explains and identifies the inheritance that God's sons and daughters possess, such as the Father's love, the anointing
and indwelling of the Holy Spirit, faith, prayer, and the keys of power and authority. This book is not only a companion for the "journey", but also provides a meeting place for children to encounter God's
presence that will transform their hearts and lives.
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